
THE PRINCESS CONSORT HAS A LETHAL DESTINY 

 

Chapter 1069 Debt 

Back in the day, Xie Qiao tricked Mo Lingzi like this too. 

 

Mo Lingzi was quick-tempered and spoke in a hurry. However, when he was very young, there were 

often people who wanted to settle scores with him. It was all because he would offend someone the 

moment he opened his mouth. 

 

The most serious time was when Mo Lingzi was beaten until his face was swollen. 

 

From then on, she knew that she had to speak slowly, especially when she was fortune-telling. She had 

to look at the other party’s personality. If the customer was impulsive and short-tempered, it was best 

to be tactful so that she would not suffer a great loss. 

 

As for her younger sister, she was not an impatient person, but she was simple enough to be understood 

at a glance. 

 

Just like a clear spring, she was nice but also easy to bully. 

 

“You are now fourteen years old. Do you have any thoughts on marriage?” Xie Qiao chatted as she dug. 

 

Her younger sister was too young, so it was impossible for her to get married immediately. However, 

nowadays, when a woman turned 19, she could be considered an old lady. The Xie family did not have a 

madam, so if she did not ask, who else would? Aunt Lin? It was beyond her reach. 

 

When Xie Xi heard about marriage, her face did not turn red, which made Xie Qiao very surprised. 



 

“I want someone obedient. Someone with a lot of money, good-looking, and not fierce.” Xie Xi’s request 

was very clear. 

 

Xie Qiao thought that she would be too shy to talk about it! 

 

“Not fierce…” Xie Qiao smacked her lips and thought about it. She realized that there did not seem to be 

such a person by her side… 

 

Junior Brother Jiang? No, he was too poor. He could not even afford 50,000 taels of silver… 

 

Fourth Junior Brother should not have gotten married either. It’s just that… up until now, she still did 

not know what he looked like. 

 

Furthermore, she heard from her teacher that out of the five junior brothers, Fourth Junior Brother was 

the least capable. The reason why he accepted him as a disciple was because Fourth Junior Brother was 

too shameless and annoying. Thus, he could only nod helplessly, thus, this person… must be quite 

scheming. 

 

Who else was there? 

 

The grandson of Old Master Li, Li Qingyu, was also a rather talented young man… 

 

Even though he had been possessed, his character was still not bad… 

 

There was also Zhou Weizong? His future would not be bad either, but he was a little old… 

 



Xie Qiao had already thought of all the men that she had an impression of in her mind. There were some 

that she was satisfied with, but it was also difficult for her to find the perfect one. She thought they 

were lacking. 

 

Her sister was truly a beautiful girl. 

 

At this moment, if Sang You knew what she was thinking, he would probably have to clear his eyes 

again. 

 

Indeed, people would always praise people of their own. If others knew about it, their eyeballs would 

fall out. 

 

Xie Xi’s appearance could not be considered to be devastatingly beautiful. At most, she was just a pretty 

girl from a small family. Her appearance was delicate, but her biggest advantage was that she was cute 

and pure. 

 

“Eldest Sister, can we really find a treasure chest?” Xie Xi dug until her hands were numb, but she still 

could not see any trace of a treasure chest. 

 

“Yes!” Xie Qiao nodded firmly. Senior Baili would not lie to her. This was the reward, the reward for a 

Taoist master. Who would dare to lie to her? 

 

“Eldest Sister, did you hide it? Why do you have to hide it in such a place…” Her voice was filled with 

resentment and pity. 

 

“Someone else hid it.” Xie Qiao could not explain, so she said, “I wanted Xie Pinghuai to come over and 

dig it. We could just sit in the carriage and watch. Who knew that brat wouldn’t come!” 

 

Xie Xi was careful, she did not know how to criticize someone, but she could not help but nod along with 

Xie Qiao. “When we go back, I’ll ask Second Brother to pay me back.” 



 

“The brat still owes you money?” Xie Qiao was surprised. “Is it a lot?”. 

 

Xie Xi stopped and said seriously and solemnly, “Second Brother owes me a total of 79 taels of silver. 

And Eldest Brother, he owes me a hundred taels of silver. Father owes me 150 taels of silver.” 


